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Available online 13 October 2010In this article, we address the problem of changing the constraints of a mediated schema to
accommodate the set of constraints of a new export schema. The relevance of this problem lies
in that the constraints of amediated schema capture the common semantics of the data sources
and, as such, they must be maintained and made available to the users of the mediation
environment. We first argue that such problem can be solved by computing the greatest lower
bound of two theories induced by sets of constraints, defined as the intersection of the theories.
Then, for an expressive family of conceptual schemas, we show how to efficiently decide logical
implication and how to compute the greatest lower bound of two theories induced by sets of
constraints. The family of conceptual schemas we work with partly corresponds to OWL Lite
and supports the equivalent of named classes, datatype and object properties, minCardinalities
and maxCardinalities, InverseFunctionalProperties, subset constraints, and disjointness
constraints. Such schemas are also sufficiently expressive to encode commonly used UML
constructs, such as classes, attributes, binary associations without association classes,
cardinality of binary associations, multiplicity of attributes, and ISA hierarchies with
disjointness, but not with complete generalizations.
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A mediation environment contains export schemas E1,...,En, which describe data sources, import schemas I1,...,In, such that Ii is a
view over Ei, and amediated schemaM, which intuitively combines I1,...,In. For each import schema Ii, the environment features and
a local mapping γi that deﬁnes the concepts of Ii in terms of the concepts of Ei. The environment also has amediated mapping γ that
deﬁnes the concepts of M in terms of those of I1,...,In. Fig. 1 depicts these notions.
The constraints of themediated schema are relevant for a correct understanding of what the semantics of the external schemas
have in common. For example, consider a virtual store mediating access to online booksellers. The class hierarchy of the mediated
schema indicates what the booksellers' book classiﬁcations have in common; if the mediated schema enforces that all books must
have ISBNs, then it means that all booksellers must abide by the same requirement; if it allows books with no (known) authors,
then at least one bookseller must so allow; and so on.
In this article, we focus on the process of adding to the mediation environment a new export schema E0, with import schema I0
and local mapping γ0. Wemay break this process into three steps. The concept revision step adjusts the vocabulary ofM to perhaps
include classes and properties originally deﬁned in I0. The mapping revision step may modify the mediated mapping. Finally, the
constraint revision step applies a minimum set of changes to the set of constraints of M to account for the set of constraints of I0.asanova), tanara@dcc.ufam.edu.br (T. Lauschner), lapaesleme@ic.uff.br (L.A.P. Paes Leme),
rio.br (A.L. Furtado), vvidal@lia.ufc.br (V.M.P. Vidal).
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Fig. 1. Components of a mediation environment.
1275M.A. Casanova et al. / Data & Knowledge Engineering 69 (2010) 1274–1301One may have to iterate through these three steps since, in particular, revising the constraints of the mediated schema may
interfere with the deﬁnition of the schema mappings. For example, the local mapping γ0 may have to be adjusted to preserve the
class hierarchy of the mediated schema, or the class hierarchy of the mediated schemamay have to be changed to reﬂect the class
hierarchy of I0.
In this article, we are primarily concerned with the constraint revision step, with a bias to mediation environments in the
context of the Web. Maintaining mediation environments in such context becomes a challenge because the number of data
sources may be very large and, moreover, the mediator does not havemuch control over the data sources, whichmay join or leave
the mediation environment at will.
We break the constraint revision step in two sub-steps. The constraint translation step translates the set EC0 of constraints of E0
to I0, creating a set of constraints IC0 in such a way that γ0 maps states of E0 that satisfy EC0 into states of I0 that satisfy IC0.
Intuitively, as a result of this step, we express the semantics of E0 in terms of I0.
The least constraint change step applies aminimum set of changes to the constraints ofM to accommodate IC0 in such a way that
all schemamappings remain correct. This step intuitively means to harmonize the semantics of E0with the semantics of all export
schemas previously added to the mediation environment, captured in the constraints of M. The key questions here are how to
precisely deﬁne what it means to apply a minimum set of changes to a set of constraints, and how to guarantee that the mappings
remain correct.
The contribution of this article is twofold. First, we formulate the problem of changing the constraints of the mediated schema
as the problem of computing the greatest lower bound (g.l.b.) of the theories induced by two sets of constraints (the g.l.b. of two
theories is deﬁned as their intersection). Second, for an expressive family of conceptual schemas, we show how to efﬁciently
decide logical implication and how to compute a representation of the g.l.b. of two theories induced by two sets of constraints.
In more detail, we work with schemas that partly correspond to OWL Lite [1] and support the equivalent of named classes,
datatype and object properties, minCardinalities and maxCardinalities, InverseFunctionalProperties, subset constraints, and
disjointness constraints. The schemas we work with are also sufﬁciently expressive to encode commonly used UML constructs,
such as classes, attributes, binary associations without association classes, cardinality of binary associations, multiplicity of
attributes, and ISA hierarchies with disjointness, but not with complete generalizations.
The decision procedure for logical implication and the procedure to compute a representation of the g.l.b. of two theories
induced by two sets of constraints are based on the satisﬁability algorithm for Boolean formulas in conjunctive normal form with
at most two literals per clause, described in [2]. The intuition is that the constraints we consider can be treated much in the same
way as Boolean implications. However, cardinality constraints pose considerable technical problems to the proof of the theorems.
The decision procedure essentially explores the structure of a set of constraints, captured as a graph. The procedure to compute the
greatest lower bound of two theories induced by two sets of constraints is a direct consequence of the decision procedure. These
results are new, and cover an expressive and useful family of constraints, outlined in the previous paragraph.
This article is organized as follows. Section 2 surveys related work. Section 3 reviews concepts of Description Logics and
introduces the notion of mediation environment. Section 4 shows how to generate the revised set of constraints of the mediated
schema and presents the proofs for the main results. Section 5 contains the conclusions.2. Related work
Research on the construction of mediated schemas concentrates on vocabulary matching techniques, on the deﬁnition of
schema mappings, and on query processing, mostly ignoring the question of constraint revision.
Matching techniques are useful for the process of revising the vocabulary of the mediated schema, a topic we do not directly
address, but mention on Section 4.1. Euzenat and Shvaiko [3] present a comprehensive survey of ontology matching. Rahm and
Bernstein [4] survey schema matching, and Bernstein and Melnik [5] list the requirements for model management systems that
support the matching process. Köpcke and Rahm [6] comparatively analyze eleven frameworks for entity matching.
Schema matching techniques may be classiﬁed as syntactic, semantic, or hybrid. For example, Melnik et al. [7] and Madhavan
et al. [8] describe syntactic techniques based on modeling the schemas as graphs. Bilke and Naumann [9] propose a semantic
technique based on an analysis of duplicated instances. Brauner et al. [10] adopt this strategy to align thesauri. Wang et al. [11]
describe a semantic technique based on probing the databases.
1276 M.A. Casanova et al. / Data & Knowledge Engineering 69 (2010) 1274–1301Departing from this classiﬁcation, Qi and Ling [12] present algorithms to resolve schematic discrepancies by transforming
metadata into the attribute values of entity types, keeping the information and constraints of original schemas. Zhao and Ram [13]
propose an iterative procedure for detecting both schema-level and instance-level matchings from heterogeneous data sources.
Schema and ontology reuse, as proposed in Lonsdale et. al. [14] and in Simperla [15], is a fruitful strategy to overcome
interoperability issues. The use of templates to help exchange schemas, as proposed in Papott and Torlone [16], is a similar strategy
that may also be used to circumvent interoperability problems.
As for the mappings between the external schema and the mediated schema, two basic approaches have been used [17]. The
ﬁrst approach, called global-as-view (GAV), requires that the mediated schema be expressed in terms of the data sources. More
precisely, a view over the data sources is associated with each element of the global schema, so that the meaning of the element is
speciﬁed in terms of the data stored at the data sources. This means that adding a new data source may impact the previously
deﬁned mappings, which may need to be updated. Several projects, such as TSIMMIS [18], IBIS [19] and INFOMIX [20] adopt the
GAV approach.
The second approach, called local-as-view (LAV), requires that the mediated schema be speciﬁed independently from the data
sources. The data sources are in turn deﬁned as views over the mediated schema [21]. This means that adding a new data source
only requires adding a new assertion to the mediated mapping. This approach improves maintainability and extensibility of the
systems [9]. Picsel [22] is an example of a LAV system.
Mappings may also be classiﬁed according to their accuracy into sound, complete and exact [17,23]. Let V be a view associated
with an element E of the mediated schema. In the GAV approach, V is soundwhen all data provided by V satisﬁes E, but there may
be additional data satisfying E that V does not provide. View V is completewhen not all data provided by V satisﬁes E, but all data
satisfying E is provided by V. Finally, V is exact, when all data provided by V satisﬁes E, and all data satisfying E is provided by V [23].
Rull et al. [24] present an approach for validating schemamappings that allows themapping designer to ask whether they have
certain desirable properties.
The approach we take in Section 3.2 to deﬁne the mediation environment is akin to the idea of sound views. Yet, we consider
that constraints should be included in the mediated schema to capture the common semantics of the data sources, unlike most
proposals based on the concept of exact views, which assume that the mediated schema has no constraints, as observed in [17].
Calì et al. [23] argue that the constraints of a mediated schema should be taken into account during query processing and that
the schema deﬁnition language should incorporate ﬂexible and powerful representationmechanisms for integrity constraints. The
authors also argue that, when the mediated schema contains constraints, the semantics of the data integration system is best
described in terms of a set of databases, and that query processing should be based on the notion of querying incomplete
databases.
Calvanese et al. [25] introduce a Description Logics framework, similar to that in Section 3.1, to address schema integration and
query answering. Atzeni et al. [26] cover the problem of rewriting a schema from one model to another, but they do not touch on
the more complex problem of generating a new set of constraints that generalizes a pair of sets of constraints from different
schemas, which we address in Section 4. Hick and Hainaut [27] show how requirements changes are propagated to database
schemas, to data and to programs through a general strategy. Hartmann et al. [28] apply techniques from Propositional Logic to
offer decision support for specifying Boolean and multivalued dependencies.
When compared with the DL-Lite family, as aptly condensed in [1], the schemas we consider treat maxCardinality as a negated
form of minCardinality and formulate concept inclusions and disjunctions in such a way that negated descriptions occur only on
the right-hand side of inclusions. This and other limitations are formulated as restrictions on the schema constraints themselves,
and not on the descriptions that occur in the constraints, as in [1]. These limitations restrict the interaction between the schema
constraints, and are easily grasped by the database designer. While retaining expressiveness, they permit using a novel approach
that leads to polynomial time decision procedures that do not destroy the constraint structure of a schema.
In more detail, the subsumption problem in Description Logics (DL) refers to the question of deciding if a concept description
always denotes a subset of the set denoted by another concept description. The subsumption problem is decidable for expressive
dialects of DL, but typically belongs to hard complexity classes [29], especially in the presence of axioms (or constraints) [30]. For
certain dialects of DL, there are polynomial time decision procedures for the subsumption problem that explore the structure of
the concept descriptions and that are, for this reason, called structural subsumption procedures [31,32]. However, such procedures
do not take axioms into account. Furthermore, the reductions suggested to encode the axioms lead us back to dialects for which
the subsumption problem is hard [30].
From the point of view of deciding logical implication and computing a representation of the g.l.b. of the theories induced by
two sets of constraints, we depart from the tradition of Description Logics deduction services, which are mostly based on tableaux
techniques [29]. The decision procedure described in Section 4.2 is based on the satisﬁability algorithm for Boolean formulas in
conjunctive normal formwith at most two literals per clause, described in [2]. The procedure to compute a representation of the g.
l.b. of the theories induced by two sets of constraints is a direct consequence of the decision procedure. These results also depend
on the notion of Herbrand interpretation for DL, deﬁned in Section 4.3.3. Mediation environment
In this section, we introduce the notation used to describe schema mappings and constraints, and deﬁne what we mean by
extralite schemas and mediation environments.
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We adopt a family of attributive languages [33] deﬁned as follows. A language L in the family is characterized by an alphabetA,
consisting of a set of atomic concepts, a set of atomic roles, the universal concept and the bottom concept, denoted by ⊤ and ⊥,
respectively, the universal role and the bottom role, also denoted by ⊤ and ⊥, respectively, and a set of constants.
The set of role descriptions of L is inductively deﬁned as
• An atomic role, and the universal and bottom roles are role descriptions
• If p and q are role descriptions, then the following expressions are role descriptions
p− (the inverse of p)
p ° q (the composition of p and q)
p⊔q (the union of p and q)
The set of concept descriptions of L is inductively deﬁned as
• An atomic concept, and the universal and bottom concepts are concept descriptions
• If a1,...,an are constants, then {a1,...,an} is a concept description
• If e and f are concept descriptions and p is a role description, then the following expressions are concept descriptions
¬e (negation)
e⊓ f (intersection)
e⊔ f (union)
∃p (existential quantiﬁcation)
∃p.e (full existential quantiﬁcation)
∀p.e (value restriction)
(≤ n p) (at most restriction)
(≥ n p) (at least restriction)
Role inverse, concept negation, existential quantiﬁcation, at most restriction and at least restriction are required to express
constraints, and will be extensively used in Section 4. The other types of expressions will be exclusively used to describe schema
mappings, and are required only in the examples. Also, the universal and the bottom roles will be used exclusively to express
schemamappings. Albeit not standard, the overloading of the symbols ⊤ and⊥will not create notational ambiguities and their use
will be kept to a minimum.
An interpretation s for A consists of a nonempty set Δs, the domain of s, whose elements are called individuals, and an
interpretation function, also denoted s, where:
• s(⊥)=∅, when ⊥ denotes the bottom concept or the bottom role
• s(⊤)=Δs, when ⊤ denotes the universal concept
• s(⊤)=Δs×Δs, when ⊤ denotes the universal role
• s(A)pΔs, for each atomic concept A of L
• s(P)pΔs×Δs, for each atomic role P of L
• s(a) ∈ Δs , for each constant a of L, such that distinct constants denote distinct individuals (the uniqueness assumption)
The function s is extended to role and concept descriptions of L as follows:
• s(p−)=s(p)− (the inverse of s(p))
• s(p ° q)=s(p) ° s(q) (the composition of s(p) with s(q))
• s(p⊔q)=s(p)∪s(q) (the union of s(p) with s(q))
• s({a1,...,an})={s(a1),..., s(an)} (the set consisting of the individuals s(a1),..., s(an))
• s(¬e)=Δs−s(e) (the complement of s(e) w.r.t. Δs)
• s(e⊓ f )=s(e)∩s( f ) (the intersection of s(e) and s(f ))
• s(e⊔ f )=s(e)∪s( f ) (the union of s(e) and s(f ))
• s(∃p)={I∈Δs/(∃J∈Δs)((I,J)∈s(p)} (the set of individuals that s(p) relates to some individual)
• s(∃p.e)={I∈Δs/(∃J∈Δs)((I, J)∈s(p)∧ J∈s(e)} (the set of individuals that s(p) relates to some individual in s(e))
• s(∀p.e)={I∈Δs/(∀J∈Δs)((I, J)∈s(p)⇒ J∈s(e)}
(the set of individuals I such that, if s(p) relates I to an individual J, then J is in s(e))
• s(≥n p)={I∈Δs/|{ J∈Δs/(I, J)∈s(p)}|≥n} (the set of individuals that s(p) relates to at least n distinct individuals)
• s(≤n p)={I∈Δs/|{ J∈Δs/(I, J)∈s(p)}|≤n} (the set of individuals that s(p) relates to at most n distinct individuals)
A formulaofL is an expressionof the form u⊑v, called an inclusion, or of the formu | v, called adisjunction, or of the form u≡v, called
an equivalence, where u and v are both concept descriptions or they are both role descriptions ofL. A deﬁnition is an equivalence of the
form T≡u, where T is an atomic concept and u is a concept description, or T is an atomic role and u is a role description.
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adopt the following familiar notation, where σ is a formula and Σ and Γ are sets of formulas:
• s⊨σ indicates that s satisﬁes σ
• s⊨Σ indicates that s satisﬁes all formulas in Σ; in this case, we say that s is a model of Σ
• Σ is satisﬁable iff there is a model of Σ
• Σ⊨σ indicates that any model of Σ satisﬁes σ ; in this case, we say that Σ logically implies σ
• Σ⊨Γ indicates that any model of Σ is also a model of Γ; in this case, we say that Σ logically implies Γ
• Th(Σ) denotes the theory induced byΣ, which is the smallest set of formulas that containsΣ and is closed under logical implication.
Also, in Sections 3 and 4, we will use concept and role descriptions over an alphabetA which is the union of disjoint alphabets
A1,...,n. The syntax of concept and role descriptions remains the same. An interpretation s for A is constructed from
interpretations s1,...,sn for A1,...,An in the obvious way, except that we assume that
• (Domain Disjointness Assumption) Any pair of interpretations forA i andAj have disjoint domains, for each i, j∈ [1,n], with i≠ j
3.2. Extralite schemas
Wewill work with extralite schemas that partly correspond to OWL Lite [1]. Extralite schemas support the equivalent of named
classes, datatype and object properties, minCardinalities andmaxCardinalities, InverseFunctionalProperties, which capture simple
keys, subset constraints, and disjointness constraints. Extralite schemas are also sufﬁciently expressive to encode commonly used
UML constructs, such as classes, attributes, binary associations without association classes, cardinality of binary associations,
multiplicity of attributes, and ISA hierarchies with disjointness, but not with complete generalizations.
Formally, an extralite schema is a pair S=(A,C) such that
• A is an alphabet, called the vocabulary of S, whose atomic concepts and atomic roles are called the classes and properties of S,
respectively
• C is a set of formulas, called the constraints of S, which must be of one the forms
• Domain Constraint: ∃P⊑D (property P has class D as domain)
• Range Constraint: ∃P−⊑R (property P has class R as range)
• minCardinality constraint: C⊑(≥ k P) or C⊑(≥ k P−)
(property P or its inverse P− maps each individual in class C to at least k distinct individuals)
• maxCardinality constraint: C⊑(≤ k P) or C⊑(≤ k P−)
(property P or its inverse P− maps each individual in class C to at most k distinct individuals)
• Subset Constraint: E⊑F (class E is a subclass of class F)
• Disjointness Constraint: E|F (classes E and F are disjoint).
We also admit constraints of one of the forms:
• C⊑⊥ (class C is always empty)
• ∃P⊑⊥ or ∃P−⊑⊥ (property P is always empty, i.e., P has an empty domain or an empty range)
Wewill use the terms class,property, vocabulary and state interchangeablywith atomic concept, atomic role, alphabet and interpretation,
respectively. In the examples that follow, we note that the data types, such as String, Decimal, etc. should also be treated as classes.
Example 1. Fig. 2 contains schemas for fragments of the Amazon and the eBay databases, using the namespace preﬁxes “a:” and
“e:” to refer to their vocabularies, respectively.
Fig. 2(a) and (c) show the schemas using an informal notation. Fig. 2(b) and (d) formalize the constraints: the ﬁrst column
shows the domain and range constraints; the second column depicts the cardinality constraint; and the third column contains the
subset and disjointness constraints.
For example, the ﬁrst column of Fig. 2(b) indicates that:
• a:title is a property with domain a:Product and range string (the set of XML Schema strings)
• a:pub is a property with domain a:Book and range a:Publ
The second column of Fig. 2(b) shows the cardinalities of the Amazon schema:
• all properties have maxCardinality equal to 1, except a:author, a:pub and a:city
• a:author has unbounded maxCardinality, consistently with the fact that a book may have multiple authors (hence, a:author
has no maxCardinality constraint)
• a:pub has minCardinality equal to 2
• a:city has minCardinality equal to 3
The third column of Fig. 2(b) indicates that a:Book and a:Music are subclasses of a:Product, and that a:Book and a:Music
are disjoint classes.
Fig. 2. (a). Informal deﬁnition of the Amazon schema. (b). Formal deﬁnition of (some of) the constraints of the Amazon schema. (c). Informal deﬁnition of the eBay
schema. (d). Formal deﬁnition of (some of) the constraints of the eBay schema.
1279M.A. Casanova et al. / Data & Knowledge Engineering 69 (2010) 1274–1301Fig. 2(d) likewise describes the constraints of the eBay schema. In particular, the second column indicates that all properties
have maxCardinality equal to 1, except e:place. □
3.3. Components of a mediation environment
A mediation environment contains a mediated schema M, a mediated mapping γ and, for each k=1,...,n, an export schema Ek, an
import schema Ik and a local mapping γk.
As mentioned in the introduction, we stress that import schemas are a notational convenience to divide the deﬁnition of the
mappings into two stages: the deﬁnition of the local mappings and the deﬁnition of the mediatedmapping. We restrict the import
schemas as follows:
(1) for k=1,...,n, the vocabulary of Ik is equal to the vocabulary of M, in the sense that the two vocabularies have the same
classes and properties, but different namespaces.
Assume that the classes and properties in M are C1,...,Cu and P1,...,Pv. We adopt namespace preﬁxes, as in the examples, to
distinguish the occurrence of a symbol in the vocabulary of M from the occurrence of the same symbol in the vocabulary of Ik.
However, in the formal development,we followamore abstract notation. For each class Ci (or property Pj) in the vocabulary ofM, we
denote the occurrence of Ci (or Pj) in the vocabulary of Ik by Cik (or Pjk), and say that Cik (or Pjk) matches Ci (or Pj).
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Ek. We restrict γk as follows:• for each class Cik of Ik, the local mapping γk contains a deﬁnition of the form
(2) Cik≡ρik
where ρik is a concept description over the vocabulary of Ek
• for each property Pjk of Ik, the local mapping γk contains a deﬁnition of the form
(3) Pjk≡ πjk
where πjk is a role description over the vocabulary of Ek
Note that ρik may be the bottom concept ⊥ to indicate that Ek does not contribute with any individual to class Cik. In other
words, the interpretation of Cik is always an empty set. Combined with the requirement that the vocabulary of Ik be equal to the
vocabulary of M, this might seem an unnecessary complication. However, these technical details simplify the computation of
the revised set of constraints of a mediated schema. Likewise, πjk may be the bottom role ⊥, when Ek does not contribute with
any individual to Pjk.
We introduce γk as the function induced by γk, deﬁned as the function from states of Ek into states of Ik such that, for each state s
of Ek, γkðsÞ=r iff
• r(Cik)=s(ρik), if Cik≡ρik is the deﬁnition for class Cik in γk
• r(Pjk)=s(πjk), if Pjk≡πjk is the deﬁnition for property Pjk in γk
For each k=1,...,n, let ECk be the set of constraints of Ek. The set ICk of constraints of the import schema Ik should be deﬁned so
that γk maps consistent states of Ek into consistent states of Ik. We refer the reader to Lauschner et al. [34] for efﬁcient strategies to
generate ICk, when ECk is the family of schema constraints considered in Section 3.2 and the local mapping γk uses an expressive
family of concept and role expressions.
We illustrate the concepts just introduced with the help of an example.
Example 2. Consider the Salesmediated schemawith the vocabulary shown in Fig. 4(a), distinguished by the namespace preﬁx “s:”.
Fig. 3(a) deﬁnes the vocabulary of the Amazon import schema, which is equal to that of the Sales mediated schema, but is
identiﬁed by the namespace preﬁx “ai:”. Fig. 3(b) contains the translation of the constraints of the Amazon export schema, shown
in Fig. 2(b), to the Amazon import schema. Fig. 3(c) contains the local mapping that deﬁnes the concepts of the vocabulary of the
Amazon import schema in terms of the concepts of the vocabulary of the Amazon export schema of Fig. 2(a).
For example, the deﬁnitions ai:city≡a:pub ° a:city and ai:Book≡a:Book have several consequences. First, the domain
and range of ai:city are ai:Book and string. Second, ai:city has minCardinality 3 with respect to ai:Book since, observing
Fig. 2(b), a:pub hasminCardinality 2with respect to a:Book, a:city hasminCardinality 3with respect to a:Publ, and a:Publ is
both the range of a:pub and the domain of a:city.
Intuitively, in Fig. 2(b), we assumed that each book is associated with at least 2 publishers and that each publisher is located in
at least 3 cities, which are not necessarily distinct from the cities associated with other publishers. Hence, all we can assert is that
each book is associated with at least 3 publishers' cities, which is expressed in Fig. 3(b) by the minCardinality constraint for cities
with respect to books. As a concrete example, suppose that: (1) the book “Semantic Web” is associated with two publishers,
“Springer Verlag” and “Ed. Campus”; (2) “Springer Verlag” is located in three cities “London”, “Berlin” and “Sidney”; “Ed. Campus”
is also located in “London”, “Berlin” and “Sidney”. Note that these individuals do not violate the cardinality constraints of the
Amazon export schema. Then, the book “Semantic Web” is associated with three cities, “London”, “Berlin” and “Sidney”.
The other constraints of the Amazon import schema follow directly from those of the Amazon export schema, since each
of the other classes and properties of the import schema is deﬁned in terms of a single class or property of the export
schema.
Fig. 3(d) deﬁnes the vocabulary of the eBay import schema, which is again equal to that of the Sales mediated schema, but is
identiﬁed by the namespace preﬁx “ei:”. Fig. 3(e) contains the translation of the constraints of the eBay export schema, shown in
Fig. 2(c), to the eBay import schema. Fig. 3(f) contains the local mapping for the eBay export schema of Fig. 2(c).
In particular, observe that, in Fig. 3(f), ei:Music and ei:Book are deﬁned as restrictions of e:Product (given an atomic
concept A, a restriction of A is an intersection of the form A⊓e). As a consequence, we have the two subset constraints and the
disjointness constraint shown on the third column of Fig. 3(e), albeit the original eBay schema has no such constraints (see Fig. 2
(d)). Note that the disjointness constraint requires assuming that distinct constants denote distinct individuals. □
We now complete the description of a mediation environment with the deﬁnition of the mediated mapping. We restrict a
mediated mapping γ as follows:
• for each i=1,...,u, the mapping γ contains a deﬁnition of the form
(4) Ci≡Ci1⊔...⊔Cin
where Cik is the class of Ik that matches Ci (which always exists by (1)), for each k=1,...,n
Fig. 4. (a). Vocabulary of the Sales mediated schema. (b). Constraints of the Sales mediated schema. (c). Mediated mapping.
Fig. 3. (a). Vocabulary of the Amazon import schema. (b). Constraints of the Amazon import schema. (c). Local mapping from the Amazon export schema to
Amazon import schema. (d). Vocabulary of the eBay import schema. (e). Constraints of the eBay import schema. (f). Local mapping from the eBay export schema to
the eBay import schema.
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(5) Pj≡Pj1⊔...⊔Pjn
where Pjk is the property of Ik that matches Pj (which always exists by (1)), for each k=1,...,n
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E1,...,En into states of M such that, for states s1,...,sn of E1,...,En, γðs1; :::; snÞ=r iff, for i=1,...,u and j=1,...,v
• r(Ci)=s1(Ci1) ∪...∪ sn(Cin), if Ci≡Ci1⊔...⊔Cin is the deﬁnition of Ci in γ
• r(Pj)=s1(Pj1) ∪...∪ sn(Pjn), if Pj≡Pj1⊔...⊔Pjn is the deﬁnition of Pj in γ
Example 3. A complete description of a mediation environment would be as follows:
• for the mediated schema sales
• the vocabulary listed in Fig. 4(a)
• the constraints shown in Fig. 4(b), whose construction is discussed in Example 4 in Section 4.1
• the mediated mapping shown in Fig. 4(c)
• for the Amazon database fragment
• the export schema shown in Fig. 2(a) and (b)
• the import schema with the vocabulary listed in Fig. 3(a) and the constraints shown in Fig. 3(b)
• the local mapping shown in Fig. 3(c)
• for the eBay database fragment:
• the export schema shown in Fig. 2(c) and (d)
• the import schema with the vocabulary listed in Fig. 3(d) and the constraints shown in Fig. 3(e)
• the local mapping shown in Fig. 3(f). □
4. Construction of the mediated schema constraints
4.1. Basic steps of the constraint revision process
Consider a mediation environment with mediated schemaM and mediated mapping γ. Assume thatMV is the vocabulary and
MC is the set of constraints of M. Let E0 be a new export schema, with vocabulary EV0 and set of constraints EC0.
To create a revised mediation environment that includes E0, we treat M much in the same way as a data source, as follows:
1. (Concept revision step)
1.1. Deﬁne the vocabularyMVr of the revisedmediated schemaMrwith the same classes and properties asMV and perhaps new
classes and properties that reﬂect classes and properties in EV0 that convey new information not captured in the current
vocabulary.
1.2. Deﬁne a new vocabulary MV+ by adding to MV these new classes and properties.
1.3. Deﬁne the vocabulary IV0 of the import schema I0 for E0 with the same classes and properties as MVr.
2. (Mapping revision step)
2.1. Deﬁne the local mapping γ0 between I0 and E0.
2.2. Deﬁne a new mediated mapping γ+ by adding to γ deﬁnitions for the new classes and properties in MV+.
2.3. Deﬁne the mediated mapping γr as in Eq (4) and (5) on pages 7 and 8.
3. (Constraint revision step)
3.1. Deﬁne the set IC0 of constraints of I0 by inspecting EC0 and γ0.
3.2. Deﬁne a new set of constraints MC+ by adding to MC constraints for the new classes and properties in MV+.
3.3. Deﬁne the set of constraints MCr of Mr by applying a minimum set of changes to MC+ to account for IC0.
Step 3.3 is the main thrust of this article and is discussed in detail in this and the next sections. Steps 1.1, 1.2, 1.3 and 2.1 may
be carried out by the automated matching process we discussed in [35–37]. Step 3.1 was discussed in [34]. Steps 2.2, 2.3 and 3.2
are quite simple, but raise a few points that we address in what follows.
As in Section 3.3, assume that the classes and properties inMV are Ci and Pj, for i=1,…,u and j=1,...,v. Suppose that the classes
and properties in MVr are Cirand Pjr, for i=1,…,u+p and j=1,...,v+q. Then, for i=u+1,…,u+p and j=v+1,...,v+q
• the new classes and properties in MV+ are Ci and Pj, which match Cir and Pjr
• the new deﬁnitions in γ+ are Ci≡⊥ and Pj≡⊥
• the new constraints in MC+ are Ci⊑⊥, ∃Pj⊑⊥ and ∃(Pj )−⊑⊥
Observe that the new constraints in MC+ are a trivial consequence of the fact that, for i=u+1,…,u+p and j=v+1,...,v+q,
the new deﬁnitions in γ+ force Ci and Pj to always have empty interpretations. In particular, the constraints for Pj capture that Pj is
an empty property by saying that the domain and range of Pj are always empty. This strategy is necessary since the constraints
we consider do not allow expressions of the form Pj⊑⊥. Furthermore, note that it is redundant (though not wrong) to add
constraints saying that both the domain and the range of Pj are always empty.
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and constraints of the forms ∃ Pj0⊑⊥ and ∃(Pj0)−⊑⊥, whenever γ0 contains a deﬁnition of the form Pj0≡⊥.The revised mapping
can then be written as follows:
• for each i=1,...,u+p, the revised mediated mapping γr contains a deﬁnition of the form
(6) Cir≡Ci0⊔ Ci where Ci0 is the class of I0 that matches Cirand Ci is the class of M that matches Cir
• for each j=1,...,v+q, the revised mediated mapping γr contains a deﬁnition of the form
(7) Pjr≡Pj0⊔ Pj where Pj0 is the property of I0 that matches Pjr and Pj is the property of M that matches Pjr
We focus on how to create the revised set of constraints MCr. The reader should bear in mind the notation just introduced,
which will be used in what follows.
There are two questions here: (1) what it means to apply a minimum set of changes to a set of constraints; (2) how to maintain the
correctness of the schema mappings. To address the ﬁrst question, we introduce a lattice of sets of constraints.
Recall fromSection 3.1 that Th(Φ) denotes the theory induced by a set of formulasΦ. LetT be the set of all theories induced by sets of
constraints. Then, (T , ⊨) is a lattice where, given any two sets of constraints,Φ1 andΦ2, the least upper bound (l.u.b.) of their induced
theories is Φ1∇Φ2=Th(Φ1)∪Th(Φ2) and the greatest lower bound (g.l.b.) of their induced theories isΦ1 Δ Φ2=Th(Φ1)∩Th(Φ2).
Inwhat follows,wewill sometimes refer to theg.l.b. of twosetsof constraints, rather than theg.l.b. of the theories inducedby the setsof
constraints.
We argue thatMCr can be taken as the g.l.b. of the translation ofMC+ toMVr and the translation of IC0 toMVr. Note that a translation
step is necessary since, technically, no two constraints respectively in Th(MC+) and in Th(IC0) would be equal since they are written in
different vocabularies. Intuitively, the translation would be just a matter of changing namespaces.
Let L1 and L2 be two languages with alphabetsA1 andA2, respectively.
• An injective mapping λ:A1→L2 is called a substitution function fromA1 into L2 iff
○ λ(⊥)=⊥ and λ(⊤)=⊤
○ if s is an atomic concept of A1 and λ(s)=e then e is a concept expression of L2
○ if s is an atomic role of A1 and λ(s)=e then e is a role expression of L2
• The translation of a formula φ of L1 to L2 via λ is the formula of L2, denoted by φ[λ], obtained by replacing in φ each symbol A of
A1 by λ(A).
• The translation of a set of formulas Θ of L1 to L2 via λ is the set of formulas of L2, denoted Θ[λ], obtained by translating each
formula in Θ to L2 via λ.
In particular, the mediated mapping γr induces three canonical substitution functions:
• γ̂0r from IV0 into MVr such that γ̂
0
r ðAÞ = B iff A is an atomic concept or an atomic role of IV0 that occurs in the body of the
deﬁnition for B in γr
• γ̂þr from MV
+ into MVr such that γ̂þr ðAÞ = B iff A is an atomic concept or an atomic role of MV+ that occurs in the body of the
deﬁnition for B in γr
• γ̂r from MVr into IV0 ∪ MV+ such that γ̂rðBÞ = e iff the deﬁnition of B in γr is B≡e
To improve the notation, we write the translation of a constraint φ of IC0 from IV0 to MVr using γ̂0r as φ[IV0→MVr], the
translation of a constraint φ ofMV+ fromMV+ toMVr using γ̂þr as φ[MV
+→MVr], and the translation of a constraint φ ofMr from
MVr to IV0 ∪ MV+ using γ̂r as φ[MVr→ IV0 ∪ MV+].
Therefore, the translation of IC0 to MVr is the set of constraints IC0[IV0→MVr] and the translation of MC+ to MVr is the set of
constraints MC+[MV+→MVr].
We are now ready to state that MCr can be taken as the g.l.b. of IC0[IV0→MVr] and MC+[MV +→MVr] without impairing
consistency preservation.
Theorem 1. Let MCr= IC0[IV0→MVr] Δ MC+[MV+→MVr]. Suppose that:
(i) (Domain Disjointness Assumption) Any pair of interpretations for EVi and EVj have disjoint domains.
(ii) The mediated mapping γ and the local mapping γ1,...,γn induce a mapping from consistent states of E1,...,En into consistent
states of M.
(iii) The local mapping γ0 induces a mapping from consistent states of E0 into consistent states of I0. Then, the revised mediated
mapping γr and the local mappings γ0,γ1,...,γn induce a mapping from consistent states of EC0, EC1,..., ECn into states of the
revised mediated schema that satisfy MCr.
Proof. The proof depends on the deﬁnition of themediatedmappingwith the help of union expressions, as in Eqs. (4) and (5), and on
theDomainDisjointness Assumption, introduced at the endof Section 3.1. In detail, letσ∈Th(MCr). Then, by deﬁnition of g.l.b.,wehave:
(1) σ∈Th(IC0[IV0→MVr])
(2) σ∈Th(MC+[MV+→MVr])
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(3) σ∈Th(IC0[IV0→MVr]) iff σ[MVr→ IV0]∈Th(IC0)
(4) σ∈Th(MC+[MV+→MVr]) iff σ[MVr→MV+]∈Th(MC+)
Let k=0,…,n. Let sk be a consistent state of Ek. Since γk preserves consistency, γkðskÞ=tk is a consistent state of Ik. Furthermore,
since γ preserves consistency, γðs1;…; snÞ=s is a consistent state of M. Note that, by deﬁnition of MC+, s is also consistent with
respect to MC+.
Therefore, we have
(5) s0⊨σ [MVr→ IV0]
(6) s⊨σ [MVr→MV+]
Recall that σ [MVr→MV+∪ IV0] denotes the constraint obtained from σ by replacing each class Cir of MVr by the union
expression Ci0⊔Ci, where Ci0 and Ci respectively are the classes of I0 and M that match Cir, and likewise for the properties of MVr.
Note that σ [MVr→MV+∪ IV0] is a constraint written in MV+∪ IV0, the union of the vocabularies MV+ and IV0.
Let s∪ t0 denote the interpretation for MV+∪ IV0 induced by s and t0 in the obvious way. Then, using the domain disjointness
assumption, we can prove that:
(7) s∪ t0⊨σ [MVr→MV+⊔ IV0]
Now, by deﬁnition by deﬁnition of γr, from (7), we ﬁnally have:
(8) γr(s, t0)⊨σ
Therefore, recalling that γðs1;:::; snÞ=s, we ﬁnally have that γr(γðs1; :::; snÞ, t0) is a consistent state of Mr, as desired. □
Since MCr is deﬁned as the g.l.b. of IC0[IV0→MVr] and MC+[MV+→MVr] with respect to (T , ⊨), we consider that MCr is the best
way to reviseMC and to retain correctness of themappings, in view of Theorem 1.We now give an example that illustrates how the
constraints of a mediated schema can be deﬁned.
Example 4. We illustrate how the constraints of the Sales mediated schema, listed in Fig. 4(b), can be gradually constructed from
the constraints of the Amazon and the eBay import schemas, shown in Fig. 3(b) and (e). Then, we discuss how to include a third
import schema.
(A) Assume that the Sales mediation environment contains just the deﬁnition of the vocabulary listed in Fig. 4(a). Suppose that
one wishes to add to the mediation environment the Amazon fragment described in Fig. 2(a) and (b), with the import schema
deﬁned in Fig. 3(a) and (b), and the local mapping introduced in Fig. 3(c).
Then, after this initial step, the Amazon import schema is treated as the mediated schema, and the mediatedmapping is simply
empty. Furthermore, the initial vocabulary of the mediated schema is in fact that of the Amazon import schema, identiﬁed
by the namespace preﬁx “ai:”, with classes ai:Book, ai:Music and ai:Product, and properties ai:title and ai:city.
(B) Consider adding to the mediation environment the eBay fragment described in Fig. 2(c) and (d), with the import schema
deﬁned in Fig. 3(d) and (e), and the local mapping introduced in Fig. 3(f).
We perform three steps:
(Concept revision step) Assume for the sake of argument that no new classes or properties are added. Thus, the Sales vocabulary,
now identiﬁed by the namespace preﬁx “s:”, has classes s:Book, s:Music and s:Product, and properties s:title and s:city.
(Mapping revision step) Fig. 5(a) shows the revised mediated mapping of the Sales mediation environment.
(Constraint revision step) Consider the following sets of constraints:
• ΨA, ΨE — the sets of constraints of the Amazon and eBay import schemas, shown in Fig. 3(b) and (e).
• ΦA, ΦE — the sets of constraints obtained by translating, respectively, ΨA and ΨE to the vocabulary of the mediated schema. The
translation is simply a process that replaces ai:Product by s:Product, etc.
We stress that it does not make sense to compute the g.l.b. of ΨA and ΨE, since these constraints are written in different
vocabularies. Therefore, we compute the g.l.b. of ΦA and ΦE, which are constraints in the same vocabulary (that of the mediated
schema). SinceΦAΔΦE = ThðΦAÞ∩ThðΦEÞ
Fig. 5. (a). Revised mediated mapping of the Sales mediation environment. (b). Constraints of the Sales mediated schema. (c). Vocabulary of the BN export schema.
(d). Constraints of the BN export schema. (e). Vocabulary of the Sales/BN mediated schema. (f). Vocabulary of the Sales mediated schema. (g). Vocabulary of
BN import schema. (h). Local mapping from the BN export schema to the BN import schema. (i). Mediated mapping of the Sales/BN mediation environment.
(j). Constraints of the BN import schema. (k). Constraints of the revised Sales/BN mediated schema.
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ﬁrst analyze in detail what minCardinality constraints for property s:city are in ΦAΔΦE. From Fig. 3(b) and (e), we have
llowing minCardinality constraints for city in ΨA and ΨE:(1) ai:Book⊑(≥3 ai:city) (in ΨA)
(2) ei:Product⊑(≥1 ei:city) (in ΨE)
We also have the following subset constraint in ΨE:
(3) ei:Book⊑ei:Product (in ΨE)
When translated to the vocabulary of the mediated schema, identiﬁed by the preﬁx “s:”, the constraints in (1) to (3) become:
(4) s:Book⊑(≥3 s:city) (in ΦA)
(5) s:Product⊑(≥1 s:city) (in ΦE)
(6) s:Book⊑s:Product (in ΦE)
Hence, the only minCardinality constraint for property s:city that is simultaneously derivable from ΦA and ΦE is
(7) s:Book⊑(≥1 s:city) (in ΦAΔΦE)
Indeed, we have that:
• (4) implies (7), if we observe that a minCardinality of n implies a minCardinality of m, if m≤n
• (5) and (6) imply (7)
By a simpler argument, we also have:
(8) s:Product⊑(≤1 s:title) (in ΦAΔΦE)
The subset and disjointness constraints in ΦAΔΦE are those shown in the third column of Fig. 5(b); in fact, they are in the
intersection of ΦA and ΦE.
The domain and range constraints in ΦAΔΦE are those shown in the ﬁrst column of Fig. 5(b); in fact, they are in the
intersection of ΦA and ΦE, except for the domain constraint ∃s:city⊑s:Product, which is derived as follows.From Fig. 3(b)
and (e), we have the following domain constraints in ΨA and ΨE:
(9) ∃ ai:city⊑ai:Book (in ΨA)
(10) ∃ ei:city⊑ei:Product (in ΨE)
We also have the following subset constraints in ΨA:
(11) ai:Book⊑ai:Product (in ΨA)
When translated to the vocabulary of the mediated schema, once again, identiﬁed by the preﬁx “s:”, the constraints in (9) to
(11) become:(12) ∃ s:city⊑s:Book (in ΦA)
(13) ∃ s:city⊑s:Product (in ΦE)
(14) s:Book⊑s:Product (in ΦA)
Hence, the domain constraint for property s:city that is simultaneously derivable from ΦA and ΦE is
(15) ∃ s:city⊑s:Product (in ΦAΔΦE)
This illustrates the computation of the constraints of a mediated schema as the g.l.b. of the sets of constraints of the import
schemas, after proper translation.
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To include BN in the Sales mediation environment, creating the Sales/BN mediation environment, we again perform three
steps:
(Concept revision step) Assume for the sake of argument that the vocabulary of the Sales/BN mediated schema, with namespace
“sr:”, as in Fig. 5(e), is equal to that of the Sales mediated schema. The vocabulary of the Sales mediated schema is still identiﬁed
with namespace preﬁx “s:”, as in Fig. 5(f). The BN import schema has the vocabulary shown in Fig. 5(g).
(Mapping revision step) Fig. 5(h) shows the local mapping from the BN export schema to the BN import schema. Note that the
deﬁnition bi:city≡⊥ indicates that property bi:city will always be empty in the BN import schema. Fig. 5(i) depicts the
mediated mapping of the Sales/BN mediation environment.
(Constraint revision step) Fig. 5(j) contains the constraints of the BN import schema. Note that the constraints ∃ bi:city⊑⊥ and ∃
bi:city−⊑⊥ in Fig. 5(j) follow from thedeﬁnitionbi:city≡⊥ in Fig. 5(h). Indeed, these constraints capture that bi:city is an empty
property by saying that its domain and range are always empty. This strategy is necessary since the constraints we consider do not
allow expressions of the form bi:city⊑⊥. Furthermore, note that it is redundant (but notwrong) to add a constraint saying that the
domain of bi:city is always empty, as well as a constraint saying that the range of bi:city is always empty.
Since the BN external schema has no explicit cardinality constraints, the BN import schema has no non-trivial cardinality
constraints. However, ∃ bi:city⊑⊥ logically implies that ⊤⊑(≤k bi:city), where k is any positive integer. Hence, ∃ bi:city⊑⊥
trivially implies maxCardinality constraints of the form e⊑(≤k bi:city), where e is any concept expression and k is any positive
integer. Likewise,∃bi:city⊑⊥ trivially implies disjointness constraints of the form∃sr:city|C, whereC is any expression. Anyof
these constraints need not be made explicit since they will be in the theory of the constraints of the BN import schema. Similar
observations apply to ∃ bi:city−⊑⊥.
We translate the set of constraints of the BN import schema to thevocabulary of the Sales/BNmediated schema simply by replacing
bi:Book by sr:Book, etc. This results in the set of constraints ΦB, where
(16) ∃ sr:title⊑sr:Product (in ΦB)
(17) ∃ sr:title−⊑string (in ΦB)
(18) ∃ sr:city⊑⊥ (in ΦB)
(19) ∃ sr:city−⊑⊥ (in ΦB)
(20) sr:Book⊑sr:Product (in ΦB)
(21) sr:Music⊑sr:Product (in ΦB)
Now, recalling that sr:city is an empty property in the BN import schema, Th(ΦB) also contains
(22) ∃ sr:city⊑sr:Book (in Th(ΦB))
(23) ∃ sr:city−⊑string (in Th(ΦB))
(24) ∃ sr:city⊑(≤ 1 sr:title) (in Th(ΦB))
We also translate the set of constraints of the old Sales mediate schema, shown in Fig. 5(b), to the vocabulary of the Sales/BN
mediated schema, obtaining the set of constraints ΦS, where
(25) ∃ sr:title⊑sr:Product (in ΦS)
(26) ∃ sr:title−⊑string (in ΦS)
(27) ∃ sr:city⊑sr:Product (in ΦS)
(28) ∃ sr:city−⊑string (in ΦS)
(29) sr:Product⊑(≤1 sr:title) (in ΦS)
(30) sr:Book⊑(≥1 sr:city) (in ΦS)
(31) sr:Book⊑sr:Product (in ΦS)
(32) sr:Music⊑sr:Product (in ΦS)
(33) sr:Book | sr:Music (in ΦS)
Observe that, by (27) and (29), Th(ΦS) contains the following constraint:
(34) ∃ sr:city⊑(≤1 sr:title)
The constraints of the (revised) Sales/BN mediated schema are computed as SCr=ΦB Δ ΦS=Th(ΦB)∩Th(ΦS). Fig. 5(k) lists
the constraints in SCr. By inspection, observe that SCr=Th(ΦB)∩Th(ΦS) contains:
• the domain and range constraints for sr:title, by (16), (17), (25) and (26)
• the domain and range constraints for sr:city, by (22), (23), (27) and (28)
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• a single cardinality constraint, of a rather unanticipated nature, by (24) and (34)
• no disjointness constraints since Th(ΦS) does not contain any of the trivial disjointness constraints in Th(ΦB) of the form ∃ sr:
city | C or of the form ∃ sr:city− | C, where C is any expression. □
4.2. Testing logical implication and computing the greatest lower bound of two sets of constraints
In this section, we introduce a procedure to test if a constraint is a logical consequence of a set of constraints, and a procedure
to compute a representation of the g.l.b. of two theories induced by sets of constraints. In Section 4.3, we prove the correctness of
the procedures introduced.
We stress that computing a representation of the g.l.b. of two theories, Th(Σ1) and Th(Σ2), induced by two sets of constraints,
Σ1 and Σ2, is not a trivial problem. Recall that the g.l.b. of Th(Σ1) and Th(Σ2) is deﬁned as Th(Σ1)∩Th(Σ2). The major points to be
addressed are: (1) we have to deal with all the constraint types that extralite schemas allow, including disjointness and
cardinality constraints; (2) we have to construct a representation for Th(Σ1)∩Th(Σ2). The ﬁrst point takes us beyond the
early DL classiﬁers, whereas the second point leads us to be conservative and adopt a procedure that retains enough of the
constraint structure of Σ1 and Σ2 to allow for the construction of a set of constraints Γ such that Th(Γ)=Th(Σ1)∩Th(Σ2).
Recall from Section 3.2 that the constraints of a schema are of one of the following forms:
• ∃P⊑D (property P has domain D)
• ∃P−⊑R (property P has range R)
• C⊑(≥ k P) or C⊑(≥ k P−) (P or P− maps each individual in C to at least k distinct individuals)
• C⊑(≤ k P) or C⊑(≤ k P−) (P or P− maps each individual in C to at most k distinct individuals)
• C⊑D (class C is a subclass of class D)
• C | D (classes C and D are disjoint)
We also admit constraints of one of the forms:• C⊑⊥ (class C is always empty)
• ∃P⊑⊥ or ∃P−⊑⊥ (property P is always empty, i.e., P has an empty domain or an empty range)
We normalize a set of constraints by rewriting:
• ∃P⊑D as (≥ 1 P)⊑D
• ∃P−⊑R as (≥ 1 P−)⊑R
• C⊑(≤ k P) as C⊑¬(≥ k+1 P)
• C⊑(≤ k P−) as C⊑¬(≥ k+1 P−)
• C | D as C⊑¬D (or, equivalently, D⊑¬C)
• ∃P⊑⊥ as (≥ 1 P)⊑⊥
• ∃P−⊑⊥ as (≥ 1 P−)⊑⊥
We observe that, after normalization, negated expressions (including the bottom concept ⊥) occur only on the right-hand
side of the constraints.
The question of computing the greatest lower bound of two sets of constraints is not straightforward since constraints may
interact in unanticipated ways, as the following simple example illustrates.Example 5. Suppose that Σ={A⊑B, A⊑C, B | C}. Since B and C are disjoint and A is a subset of both B and C, the set of constraints Σ
implies that A will always be empty, that is, Σ⊨A⊑⊥.
As a second example, assume that Σ={A⊑(≤ m P), A⊑(≥ n P)}. Suppose that mbn. Then, since (≤ m P) and (≥ n P) denote
disjoint sets, and A is a subset of both constraints, we again have that Σ⊨A⊑⊥.
Finally, note that A⊑⊥ logically implies A⊑e, for any expression e, which affects how we compute Th(Σ) and, consequently,
howwe computeΣΔ Γ, where Γ is a second set of constraints. □
The following sequence of deﬁnitions indicates how to construct a graph that captures the structure of a set of constraints. We
say that the complement of a non-negated expression e is ¬e, and vice-versa; furthermore, the complement of⊥ is ⊤, and vice-versa.
If c is an expression, we denote its complement by c. A constraint expression is an expression that may occur on the right- or left-
hand sides of a normalized constraint.
Let Σ be a set of normalized constraints and Ω be a set of constraint expressions.
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follows:
(i) For each concept expression e that occurs on the right- or left-hand side of an inclusion in Σ, or that occurs in Ω, there is
exactly one node in γ labeled with e. If necessary, the set of nodes is augmented with new nodes until the following
conditions are met:
(a) For each atomic concept C, there must be exactly one node in γ labeled with C.
(b) For each atomic role P, there must be exactly one node in γ labeled with (≥1 P) and one node labeled with (≥1 P−).
(ii) For each atomic role P, there must be exactly one node in γ labeled with P (this is just a theoretical convenience, explored in
Deﬁnitions 6, 7 and 8).
(iii) If there is a node in γ labeled with a concept expression e, then there must be exactly one node in γ labeled with ē.
(iv) For each inclusion e⊑ f in Σ, there is an arc (M,N) in δ, where M and N are the nodes labeled with e and f, respectively.
(v) If there arenodesM andN inγ labeledwith (≥mp) and(≥np),wherep is either PorP− andmbn, then there is anarc (N,M) in δ.
(vi) If there is an arc (M,N) in δ, where M and N are the nodes labeled with e and f respectively, then there is an arc (K,L) in δ,
where K and L are the nodes labeled with f and ē, respectively.
(vii) These are the only nodes and arcs of g(Σ). □
Deﬁnition 2. The labeled graph G(Σ,Ω)=(η,ε,λ) that represents Σ and Ω, where λ labels each node with a set of expressions, is
deﬁned from g(Σ,Ω) by collapsing each clique of g(Σ,Ω) into a single node labeled with the expressions that previously labeled the
nodes in the clique. When Ω is the empty set, we simply write G(Σ) and say that the graph represents Σ. □
If a node K of G(Σ,Ω) is labeledwith an expression e, then K denotes the node labeledwith ē (whichmay beK itself).We say that K
andK are dual nodes ofG(Σ,Ω).We useK→M to indicate that there is a path inG(Σ,Ω) (or in g(Σ,Ω)) fromK toM, andK↛M to indicate
thatno suchpath exists. Also, to simplify the notation,weuse e→ f to denote that there is a path inG(Σ,Ω) (or in g(Σ,Ω)) fromthenode
labeled with e to the node labeled with f, and e↛ f to indicate that no such path exists.
Deﬁnition 3. Let G(Σ,Ω)=(η,ε,λ) be the labeled graph that represents Σ and Ω. We say that a node K of G(Σ,Ω) is a ⊥-node with
level n, for a non-negative integer n, iff one of the following conditions holds:
(i) K is is a ⊥-node with level 0 iff
a. K is labeled with ⊥, or
b. There are nodesM and N, not necessarily distinct from K, and a non-negated concept expression h such thatM and N are
respectively labeled with h and ¬h, and K→M and K→N.
(ii) K is is a ⊥-node with level n+1 iff
a. There is a ⊥-node M of level n, distinct from K, such that K→M, and M is the ⊥-node with the smallest level such that
K→M, or
b. K is labeled with a minCardinality constraint of the form (≥1 P) (or of the form (≥1 P−)) and there is a⊥-nodeM of level
n, distinct from K, such that M is labeled with (≥1 P−) (or with (≥1 P)), and M is the ⊥-node with the smallest level
labeled with (≥1 P−) or (≥1 P). □
In view of Case (ii-b), the notion of level is necessary to avoid a circular deﬁnition. In Case (i-b), note that, if K=M=N, then K
is labeled with both h and ¬h; other special cases occur when K=M, and when K=N. Also note that K may be labeled with both
(≥1 P) and (≥1 P−), and yet be a ⊥-node by virtue of Cases (i) and (ii-a), but not because of Case (ii-b).
Deﬁnition 4. Let G(Σ,Ω)=(η,ε,λ) be the labeled graph that represents Σ and Ω. Let K be a node of G(Σ,Ω). We say that
(i) K is a ⊥-node iff K is a ⊥-node with level n, for some non-negative integer n.
(ii) K is a role ⊥-node iff K is labeled with an atomic role P and the node labeled with (≥1 P) is a ⊥-node.
(iii) K is a ⊤-node iff K is a ⊥-node.
(iv) K satisﬁes the consistency check iff K is not a ⊥-node.
(v) K satisﬁes the dual of the consistency check iff K is not a ⊤-node.
(vi) G(Σ,Ω) satisﬁes the consistency check iff all nodes labeledwith an atomic concept or with aminCardinality of the form (≥1 P)
satisfy the consistency check. □
G(Σ,Ω) satisﬁes the following properties (see Proposition 1 in Section 4.3):
• There is a path in G(Σ,Ω) from a node labeled with e to a node labeled with f iff there is a path in G(Σ,Ω) from a node labeled with
f to a node labeled with ē.
• If two concept expressions, e and f , label the same node of G(Σ,Ω), then Σ⊨e≡ f, that is, Σ forces e and f to denote the same set of
individuals.
• If a concept expression e labels a ⊥-node of G(Σ,Ω), then Σ⊨e⊑⊥, that is, Σ forces e to denote an empty set of individuals.
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• If there is a path in G(Σ,Ω) from a node labeled with e to a node labeled with f, then Σ⊨e⊑ f.
Based on the previous deﬁnitions, we introduce a procedure to test logical implication:
IMPLIES(Σ, e⊑ f )
input: a set Σ of normalized constraints and a normalized constraint e⊑ f
output: “YES — Σ logically implies e⊑ f ”
“NO — Σ does not logically imply e⊑ f ”
begin Construct G(Σ, {e, f });
if the node of G(Σ, {e, f }) labeled with e is a ⊥-node, or
the node of G(Σ, {e, f }) labeled with f is a ⊤-node, or
there is a path in G(Σ, {e, f }) from the node labeled with e to the node labeled with f,
then return “YES — Σ logically implies e⊑ f ”;
else return “NO — Σ does not logically imply e⊑ f ”;
end
Note that IMPLIES has polynomial time complexity on the size of Σ∪{e⊑ f}. Theorem 2 in Section 4.3 establishes the
soundness and completeness of IMPLIES.
Example 6. Consider the constraints of the Sales mediated schema, listed in Fig. 5(b). Abbreviate the names of the classes and
properties by just their ﬁrst letter, ignoring the namespace preﬁx. Let Σ be the set obtained by normalizing such constraints:
(1) ∃ t⊑P normalized as: (≥1 t)⊑P
(2) ∃ t−⊑S normalized as: (≥1 t−)⊑S
(3) ∃ c⊑P normalized as: (≥1 c)⊑P
(4) ∃ c−⊑S normalized as: (≥1 c−)⊑S
(5) P⊑(≤1 t) normalized as: P⊑¬(≥2 t)
(6) B⊑(≥1 c)
(7) B⊑P
(8) M⊑P
(9) B | M normalized as: B⊑¬M
Fig. 6 depicts g(Σ), the graph capturing Σ, using the normalized form of the constraints. In this case, g(Σ) is equal to G(Σ), the
graph representing Σ. By inspecting G(Σ), note that:
• There is a path from the node labeled with (≥1 c) to the node labeled with ¬(≥2 t), which implies that
(10) Σ⊨(≥1 c)⊑¬(≥2 t)
• There are paths from the node K labeledwith (≥2 t) to the node labeledwith ¬P and the node labeledwith P. Hence, K is a⊥-node
with level 0, which implies that
(11) Σ⊨(≥2 t)⊑⊥
Intuitively, t never maps an individual to two or more individuals, in the presence of the constraints in Σ. □t c
(≥1 t−)
B¬(≥1 c) ¬B
¬(≥2 t)
M¬M
 (≥2 t)
¬S (≥1 c−)¬(≥1 c−)
(≥1 t)¬(≥1 t)
(≥1 c)
P¬P
S
¬(≥1 t−)
Fig. 6. The graph G(∑) that represents∑.
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properties by just their ﬁrst letter, ignoring the namespace preﬁx for the moment. Let Φ be the set obtained by normalizing such
constraints:
(12) ∃ t⊑P normalized as: (≥1 t)⊑P
(13) ∃ t−⊑S normalized as: (≥1 t−)⊑S
(14) ∃ c⊑⊥ normalized as: (≥1 c)⊑⊥
(15) ∃ c−⊑⊥ normalized as: (≥1 c−)⊑⊥
(16) B⊑P
(17) M⊑P
Fig. 7 depicts the graphG(Φ) representingΦ (using the normalized form of constraints). Note that the structure of G(Φ) is quite
simple in this case. □
Let G* denote the transitive closure of a graph G. Based on IMPLIES, we deﬁne a second procedure that creates a representation
of the g.l.b. of two theories induced by sets of normalized constraints as follows:
GLB(Σ1, Σ2; Γ )
input: two sets Σ1 and Σ2 of normalized constraints
output: a set Γ of normalized constraints such that Th(Γ)=Σ1 Δ Σ2=Th(Σ1)∩Th(Σ2)
begin A constraint e⊑ f is in Γ iff there are i, j∈{1,2}, with i≠ j,
such that one of the following conditions holds:
(a) There is a ⊥-node M of G(Σi) and a ⊥-node P of G(Σj) and
• e is a non-negated constraint expression that labels both M and P
• f is the bottom concept ⊥
(b) There is a ⊥-node M of G(Σi) and an arc (P,Q) of G*(Σj) such that P is not a ⊥-node of G(Σj) and
• e is a non-negated constraint expression that labels both M and P
• f is a constraint expression that labels Q
(c) There is a ⊤-node N of G(Σi) and an arc (P,Q) of G*(Σj) such that Q is not a ⊤-node of G(Σj) and
• e is a non-negated constraint expression that labels P
• f is a constraint expression that labels both N and Q
(d) There is anarc (M,N) ofG*(Σi) andanarc (P,Q) ofG*(Σj) such thatnoneof thenodesM,N,P andQ is a⊥-nodeor a⊤-node, and
• e is a non-negated constraint expression that labels both M and P
• f is a constraint expression that labels both N and Q
end
Note that Γ is a normalized set of constraints since, by construction, e is always a non-negated constraint expression and f is a
constraint expression. Furthermore, note that Γ can be constructed in O(n2), where n=max(n1,n2) and ni is the number of nodes
of G(Σi ). However, we do not claim that Γ is the best set of constraints that generates Σ1 Δ Σ2, in the sense of having the smallest
number of constraints. But we shall show in Section 4.3 that Γ is correctly constructed, in the sense thatWe
Sales/Th Γð Þ = Σ1ΔΣ2 = ThðΣ1Þ∩ThðΣ2Þ
close the section with a ﬁnal example that illustrates how to systematically obtain the set of constraints of the (revised)
BN mediated schema informally derived in Step (C) of Example 4.t
M
¬(≥1 t−)
¬M
B¬B¬(≥1 c)
t)
¬P
S¬S
P (≥1 t)
(≥1 c)
c
(≥1 t−)
¬(≥1 t)
(≥1 c−)¬(≥1 c−)
⊥⊥
Fig. 7. The graph G(Φ) that represents Φ.
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(k) shows a set of (unnormalized) constraints whose theory is the g.l.b. of the theories induced by Σ and Φ. Let Γ be the set of
constraints obtained by normalizing those in Fig. 5(k). Again abbreviating the names of the classes and properties by their ﬁrst
letter, and ignoring the namespace preﬁx, the constraints and their normalized forms are:
(1) ∃ t⊑P normalized as: (≥1 t)⊑P
(2) ∃ t−⊑S normalized as: (≥1 t−)⊑S
(3) ∃ c⊑P normalized as: (≥1 c)⊑P
(4) ∃ c−⊑S normalized as: (≥1 c−)⊑S
(5) ∃ c⊑(≤1 t) normalized as: (≥1 c)⊑¬(≥2 t)
(6) B⊑P
(7) M⊑P
Consider the graph G(Σ) of Fig. 6 and the graph G(Φ) of Fig. 7. We systematically construct Γ as follows.
Table 1(a) and (b) show the arcs of G*(Σ) and G*(Φ). Note that a tabular presentation of the arcs, as opposed to a graphical
representation, is muchmore convenient since we are working with transitive closures. For example, line 3 of Table 1(a) indicates
that G*(Σ) has arcs from the node labeled with B to the three nodes respectively labeled with (≥1 c), P and ¬M.
In this speciﬁc example, Table 1(c) induces Γ as follows:
(8) Lines 1, 7, 9 and 12 are discarded since they correspond to arcs in just one of the graphs, G*(Σ) or G*(Φ).
(9) Lines 2 and 5 are discarded since they have a negated expression on the left-hand side cell.
(10) Lines 8 and 11 correspond to Case (b) of the GLB procedure.
(11) Lines 3, 4, 6 and 10 correspond to Case (d) of the GLB procedure.
Thecasecorresponding to lines2and5deservesanadditional comment. Consider line5, for example.Note that thepair (¬S,¬(≥1 t−))
occurs in line 5 of Table 1(a) and (b). However, we need not add ¬S⊑¬(≥1 t−) to Γ since line 10 forces the addition of the equivalent
constraint (≥1 t−)⊑S.
Finally, we warn the reader that the example does not illustrate all cases of the GLB procedure. □
4.3. Correctness of the procedures
In this section, we prove the correctness of the procedures to test logical implication and to construct a representation of the
greatest lower bound of two theories induced by sets of constraints.To avoid repetitions, in what follows, let Σ be a set of normalized
constraints and Ω be a set of constraint expressions. Let G(Σ,Ω) be the graph that represents Σ and Ω.Table 1
Construction of the set of constraints Γ that generates Σ Δ Φ.
(a) G*(Σ) (b) G*(Φ) (c) Γ
1 P ¬(≥2 t)
2 ¬P ¬(≥1 t) ¬P ¬(≥1 t)
¬(≥2 t) ¬B
¬(≥1 c) ¬M
¬B
¬M
3 B (≥1 c) B P B P
P
¬M
4 M ¬B M P M P
P
¬(≥2 t)
5 ¬S ¬(≥1 t−) ¬S ¬(≥1 t−)
¬(≥1 c−)
6 (≥1 t) P (≥1 t) P (≥1 t) P
¬(≥2 t)
7 ¬(≥1 t) ¬(≥2 t)
8 (≥1 c) P (≥1 c) ⊥ (≥1 c) P
¬(≥2 t) ¬(≥2 t)
9 ¬(≥1 c) ¬B
10 (≥1 t−) S (≥1 t−) S (≥1 t−) S
11 (≥1 c−) S (≥1 c−) ⊥ (≥1 c−) S
12 ⊤ (≥1 c)
¬(≥1 c)
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(i) G(Σ,Ω) is acyclic.
(ii) For any pair of nodes M and N, we have that M→N iff N→M.
(iii) For any node K of G(Σ,Ω), for any expression e, we have that e labels K iff ē labels K .
(iv) For any node K of G(Σ,Ω),
(a) K is labeled only with ⊥, or
(b) K is labeled only with ⊤, or
(c) K is labeled only with a single atomic role, or
(d) K is labeled only with non-negated concept expressions, which must be atomic concepts or minCardinality constraints
of the form (≥m p), where p is either P or P− and m≥1, or
(e) K is labeled only with negated concept expressions, which must be negated atomic concepts or minCardinality
constraints of the form ¬(≥m p), where p is either P or P− and m≥1.
(v) For any pair of nodesM andN of G(Σ,Ω), for any pair of expressions e and f that labelM andN, respectively, ifM→N thenΣ⊨e⊑ f.
(vi) For any node K of G(Σ,Ω), for any pair of expressions e and f that label K, Σ⊨e≡ f.
(vii) For any node K of G(Σ,Ω), for any expression e that labels K, if K is a ⊥-node, then Σ⊨e⊑⊥.
(viii) For any node K of G(Σ,Ω), for any expression e that labels K, if K is a ⊤-node, then Σ⊨⊤⊑e.
(ix) For any node K of G(Σ,Ω) labeled with an atomic role P, if K is a role ⊥-node, then any model s of Σ is such that s(P)=∅.
(x) Let K be a node of G(Σ,Ω). Assume that K is a ⊥-node and K is not labeled with ⊥. Then, K is labeled only with atomic
concepts or minCardinality constraints of the form (≥m p), where p is either P or P− and m≥1.
(xi) Let L be a node of G(Σ,Ω). Assume that L is a ⊤-node and L is not labeled with ⊤. Then, L is labeled only with negated atomic
concepts or negated minCardinality constraints of the form ¬(≥m p), where p is either P or P− and m≥1. □
The proof of Proposition 1 follows from the deﬁnition of G(Σ,Ω) and the details can be found in [38].
Deﬁnition 5. A set Φ of distinct function symbols is called a set of Skolem function symbols for G(Σ,Ω) iff:
(i) For any node N of G(Σ,Ω) labeled with (≥n P), Φ has n distinct unary function symbols, denoted f1[N,P],…, fn[N,P].
(ii) For any node N of G(Σ,Ω) labeled with (≥n P−), Φ has n distinct unary function symbols, denoted g1[N,P],…, gn[N,P].
(iii) For any node N of G(Σ,Ω) labeled with an atomic concept or with (≥1 P),Φ has a distinct constant, denoted c[N] (a constant
is a 0-ary function symbol).
The Herbrand Universe Δ[Φ] forΦ is the set of ﬁrst-order terms constructed using the function symbols inΦ. The terms in Δ[Φ]
are called individuals. □
Again, to avoid repetitions, letΦ be a set of distinct Skolem function symbols for G(Σ,Ω) andΔ[Φ] be the Herbrand Universe forΦ.
Deﬁnition 6.
(i) An instance labeling function forG(Σ,Ω) andΔ[Φ] is a function s’ that associates a set of individuals inΔ[Φ] to eachnodeofG(Σ,Ω)
not labeled with an atomic role, and a set of pairs of individuals in Δ[Φ] to each node of G(Σ,Ω) labeled with an atomic role.
(ii) Let N be a node of G(Σ,Ω) labeled with an atomic concept or with (≥1 P). Assume that N is not a ⊥-node.
Then, the Skolem constant c[N] is a seed term of N, and N is the seed node of c[N].
(iii) Let NP be the node of G(Σ,Ω) labeled with the atomic role P. Assume that NP is not a role ⊥-node.
For each term a, for each nodeM labeled with (≥m P), if a∈s′(M) and there is no node K labeled with (≥k P) such thatm≤k
and a∈s′(K), then the pair (a, fr[M,P](a)) is called a seed pair of NP triggered by a∈s′(M). We also say that the term fr[M,P](a)
is a seed term of the node L labeled with (≥ 1 P−), and L is called the seed node of fr[M,P](a), for r∈[2,m], if a is of the form gi[J,
P](b), for some node J and some term b, and for r∈[1,m], otherwise.
(iv) Let NP be the node of G(Σ,Ω) labeled with the atomic role P. Assume that NP is not a role ⊥-node.
For each term b, for each node N labeled with (≥n P−), if b∈s′(N) and there is no node K labeled with (≥ k P−) such that
n≤k and b∈s′(K), then the pair (gr[N,P](b),b) is called a seed pair ofNP triggered by b∈s′(N).We also say that the term gr[N,P]
(b) is a seed term of the node L labeled with (≥ 1 P), and L is called the seed node of gr[N,P](b), for r∈[2,n], if b is of the form fi
[J,P](a), for some node J and some term a, and for r∈[1,n], otherwise. □
Deﬁnition 7. A canonical instance labeling function for G(Σ,Ω) and Δ[Φ] is an instance labeling function that satisﬁes the following
restrictions, for each node K of G(Σ,Ω):
(i) Assume that K is not labeled with an atomic role, and that K is neither a ⊥-node nor a ⊤-node.
Then, t∈s′(K) iff t is a seed term of a node J and there is a path from J to K (nodes J and Kmay be equal, in which case the path is
trivial).
(ii) Assume that K is labeled with an atomic role P, and that K is not a role ⊥-node.
Then, (t,u)∈s′(K) iff (t,u) is a seed pair of K.
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(iv) Assume that K is not labeled with an atomic role, and that K is a ⊤-node. Then, s′(K)=Δ[Φ].
(v) Assume that K is labeled with an atomic role P, and that K is a role ⊥-node. Then, s′(K)=∅. □
Proposition 2. Let s′ be canonical instance labeling function for G(Σ,Ω) and Δ[Φ]. Then
(i) For any pair of nodes M and N of G(Σ,Ω) that are not labeled with an atomic role, if M→N then s′(M)ps′(N).
(ii) For any pair of nodes M and N of G(Σ,Ω) that are not labeled with an atomic role, and that are not a ⊥-node, s′(M) ∩ s′
(N)≠∅ iff
a. either M or N is a ⊤-node, or
b. bothM andN are not a ⊤-node, and there is a seed node K such that K→M and K→N (nodes K andM, and K andNmay be
equal, in which case the respective path is trivial).
(iii) For any node NP of G(Σ,Ω) labeled with an atomic role P, for any nodeM of G(Σ,Ω) labeled with (≥m P), for any term t∈s′
(M), either s′(NP) contains all seed pairs triggered by t∈ s′(M), or there are no seed pairs triggered by t∈ s′(M).
(iv) For any node NP of G(Σ,Ω) labeled with an atomic role P, for any node N of G(Σ,Ω) labeled with (≥n P−), for any term t∈s′
(N), either s′(NP) contains all seed pairs triggered by t∈ s′(N), or there are no seed pairs triggered by t∈s′(N). □
The proof of Proposition 2 follows from the deﬁnition of canonical instance labeling function and the details can be found in
[38].
Deﬁnition 8. Let s′ be a canonical instance labeling function for G(Σ,Ω) andΔ[Φ]. The interpretation s for Σ induced by s′ is deﬁned
as follows:
(i) Δ[Φ] is the domain of s.
(ii) s(C)=s′(M), for each atomic concept C, where M is the node of G(Σ,Ω) labeled with C (there is just one such node).
(iii) s(P)=s′(N), for each atomic role P, where N is the node of G(Σ,Ω) labeled with P (again, there is just one such node). □
Lemma 1. Let s′bea canonical instance labeling function forG(Σ,Ω) andΔ[Φ]. Let sbe the interpretation inducedby s′. Then,wehave:
(i) For each node N of G(Σ,Ω), for each non-negated concept expression e that labels N, s′(N)=s(e).
(ii) For each node N of G(Σ,Ω), for each negated concept expression ¬e that labels N, s′(N)p s(¬e).
Proof. Let s′ be a canonical instance labeling function for G(Σ,Ω) and Δ[Φ]. Let s be the interpretation induced by s′.
(i) Let N be a node of G(Σ,Ω).
Let e be a non-negated concept expression that labels N. We have to prove that s′(N)=s(e).
Case 1. N is not a ⊥-node or a ⊤-node.
By the restrictions on constraints and constraint expressions – and this is important – there are 3 cases to consider:
Case 1.1. e is an atomic concept C.
By Deﬁnition 8(ii), s′(N)=s(C).
Case 1.2. e is of the form (≥n P).
LetNP be the node labeledwith P. Then,NP is not a role⊥-node. Indeed, assume otherwise. Then, the node L labeledwith (≥1 P)
would be a ⊥-node, by deﬁnition of role ⊥-node. But, by construction of G(Σ,Ω), there would be an arc from N (the node labeled
with (≥n P)) to L. Hence, N would be a ⊥-node, contradicting the assumption of Case 1.
Then, since NP is not a role ⊥-node, Deﬁnition 7(ii) applies to s′(NP).
Recall that N is the node labeled with (≥n P) and that N is not a ⊥-node or a ⊤-node. We ﬁrst prove that
(1) a∈s′(N) implies that a∈s((≥n P)).
Let a∈s′(N). Let K be the node labeled with (≥k P) such that a∈ s′(K) and k is the largest possible. Since a∈s′(K) and k is the
largest possible, there are k pairs in s′(NP) whose ﬁrst element is a, by Proposition 2(iii). By Deﬁnition 8(iii), s(P)=s′(NP). Hence,
by deﬁnition of minCardinality, a∈s((≥k P)). But again by deﬁnition of minCardinality, s((≥k P))p s((≥n P)), since n≤k, by the
choice of k. Therefore, a∈s((≥n P)).
We now prove that
(2) a∈s((≥n P)) implies that a∈s′(N).
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since s(P)=s′(NP), by Deﬁnition 8(iii).
Recall thatNP is not a role⊥-node. Then, by Deﬁnition 7(ii) and Deﬁnition 6(iii), possibly by reordering b1,…,bn, we then have that
there are nodes L0,L1,…Lv such that
(3) (a,b1) is a seed pair ofNP of the form (gi0[L0,P](u),u), triggered by u∈s′(L0), where L0 is labeledwith(≥ l0 P−), for some i0∈ [1,l0]
or
(4) (a,b1) is a seed pair of NP of the form (a, f1[L1,P](a)), triggered by a∈s′(L1), where L1 is labeled with (≥ l1 P) and
(5) (a,bj ) is a seed pair of NP of the form (a, fwj[Li ,P](a)), triggered by a∈s′(Li ), where Li is labeled with (≥ li P),
j∈½ð∑
i−1
r=1
lrÞ + 1; ∑
i
r=1
lr, with wj∈ [1,li] and i∈ [2,v]
Furthermore, li≠ lj, for i,j∈ [2,v], with i≠ j, since only one node is labeled with (≥ li P). We may therefore assume without loss
of generality that l1N l2N…N lv. But note that we then have that a∈ s′(Li ) and a∈ s′(Lj ) and liN lj, for each i,j∈ [1,v], with ib j. But
this contradicts the fact that (a, fwj[Lj,P](a)) is a seed pair of NP triggered by a∈s′(Lj ) since, by Deﬁnition 6(iii), there could be no
node Li labeled with (≥ li P) with liN lj and a∈ s′(Li). This means that in fact there is just one node, L1, that satisﬁes (5).
We are now ready to show that a∈s′(N).
Case 1.2.1. n=1.
Case 1.2.1.1. a is of the form gi0[L0,P](u).
Recall that NP is not a role⊥-node. Then, by Deﬁnition 6(iv), gi0[L0,P](u) is a seed term of the node labeled with (≥1 P), whichmust
beN, since n=1 and there is just one node labeledwith (≥1 P). Therefore, sinceN is not a⊥-node or a⊤-node, by Deﬁnition 7(i), a∈s′
(N).
Case 1.2.1.2. a is not of the form gi0[L0,P](u).
Then, by (4) and assumptions of the case, a∈s′(L1). Since, L1 is labeled with (≥ l1 P) and N with (≥1 P), either n=l1=1 and
N=L1, or l1Nn=1 and (L1,N) is an arc of G(Σ,Ω), by deﬁnition of G(Σ,Ω). Then, s′(L1)ps′(N), using Proposition 2(i), for the second
alternative. Therefore, a∈s′(N) as desired, since a∈s′(L1).
Case 1.2.2. nN1.
We ﬁrst show that n≤ l1. First observe that, by (5) and nN1, s′(NP) contains a seed pair (a, fwj[L1,P](a)) triggered by a∈s′(L1).
Then, by Proposition 2(iii), s′(NP) contains all seed pairs triggered by a∈s′(L1). In other words, we have that a∈s((≥ n P)) and
(a,b1),…,(a,bn)∈s′(NP) and (a,b1),…,(a,bn) are triggered by a∈s′(L1). Therefore, either (a,b1),…,(a,bn) are all pairs triggered by
a∈ s′(L1), in which case n=l1, or (a,b1),…,(a,bn), (a,bn+1),…,(a,bl1), in which case nb l1. Hence, we have that n≤ l1.
Since L1 is labeled with (≥l1 P) and N with (≥n P), with n≤ l1, either n=l1 and N=L1, or l1Nn and (L1,N) is an arc of G(Σ,Ω), by
deﬁnition ofG(Σ,Ω). Then, s′(L1)ps′(N), using Proposition 2(i), for the second alternative. Therefore, a∈s′(N) as desired, since a∈s′(L1).
Therefore, we established that (2) holds. Hence, from (1) and (2), s′(N)=s((≥n P)), as desired.
Case 1.3. e is of the form (≥n P−).
The proof of this case is entirely similar to that of Case 1.2.
Case 2. N is a ⊥-node.
ByDeﬁnition7(iii),we thenhave s′(N)=∅. Let ebe anon-negated concept expression that labelsN.We show that s′(N)=s(e)=∅.
We begin by observing that, by Proposition 1(x), either N is labeled with ⊥, or N is labeled only with non-negated atomic
concepts or minCardinality constraints of the form (≥n p), where p is either P or P− and 1≤n.
Then, there are two cases to consider.
Case 2.1. e is a non-negated atomic concept C.
Then, we trivially have, by Deﬁnition 8 (ii), that s(C)=∅.
Case 2.2. e is a minCardinality constraint of the form (≥n p), where p is either P or P− and 1≤n.
We prove that s((≥n p))=∅, using an argument similar to that in Case 1.2.
Let NP be the node labeled with P.
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Then, by Deﬁnition 7(v) and Deﬁnition 8(iii), s(P)=s′(NP)=∅. Hence, s((≥n p))=∅.
Case 2.2.2. NP is not a role ⊥-node.
Then, Deﬁnition 7(ii) applies to s′(NP).
Assume that s((≥n p))≠∅ and let a∈s((≥n p)). By deﬁnition of minCardinality and since s(P)=s′(NP), there must be n
distinct pairs (a,b1),…,(a,bn) in s′(NP). Using an argument similar to that in Case 1.2, there are nodes L0 and L1 such that
(6) (a,b1) is a seed pair of NP of the form (gi0[L0,P](u),u), triggered by u∈ s′(L0), where L0 is labeled with (≥ l0 P−), for some
i0∈ [1,l0]or
(7) (a,b1) is a seed pair of NP of the form (a, f1[L1,P](a)), triggered by a∈s′(L1), where L1 is labeled with (≥ l1 P) and
(8) (a,bj ) is a seed pair of NP of the form (a, fwj[L1 ,P](a)), triggered by a∈ s′(L1 ), where L1 is labeled with (≥ l1 P), with j∈ [2,l1]
We are now ready to show that no such a∈s((≥n p)) exists. Recall thatnN1.Weﬁrst show that n≤ l1. First observe that, by (8) and
nN1, s′(NP) contains a seed pair (a, fwj[L1,P](a)) triggered by a∈s′(L1). Then, by Proposition 2(iii), s′(NP) contains all seed pairs
triggered bya∈s′(L1). In otherwords,wehave that a∈s((≥n P)) and (a,b1),…,(a,bn)∈s′(NP) and (a,b1),…,(a,bn) are triggeredby a∈s′
(L1). Therefore, either (a,b1),…,(a,bn) are all pairs triggered by a∈s′(L1), in which case n=l1, or (a,b1),…,(a,bn), (a,bn+1),…,(a,bl1),
inwhich case nb l1. Hence,we have that n≤ l1. Since L1 is labeledwith (≥ l1 P) andNwith (≥n P),withn≤ l1, either n=l1 andN=L1, or
l1Nn and (L1,N) is an arc of G(Σ,Ω), by deﬁnition of G(Σ,Ω). Then, s′(L1)p s′(N), using Proposition 2(i), for the second alternative.
Therefore, a∈s′(N), since a∈s′(L1). But this is impossible, since s′(N)=∅.
Hence, we conclude that s((≥n p))=∅.
Therefore, we have that, if N is a ⊥-node, then s′(N)=s(e)=∅, for any non-negated concept expression e that labels N.
Case 3. N is a ⊤-node.
ByDeﬁnition 7(iv), we then have s′(N)=Δ[Φ]. Let e be a non-negated expression that labelsN. We show that s′(N)=s(e)=Δ[Φ].
By Proposition 1(xi), N is either labeled only with ⊤, or labeled only with negated expressions. Therefore, e can only be the top
concept ⊤. Therefore, trivially, s(e)=Δ[Φ].
Therefore, we established in all three cases that Lemma 1(i) holds.
(ii) Let N be a node of G(Σ,Ω).
Let ¬e be a negated expression that labels N. We have to prove that s′(N)p s(¬e).
Case 1. N is not a ⊥-node or a ⊤-node.
Suppose, by contradiction, that there is a term t such that t∈s′(N) and t∉s(¬e).
Since t∉s(¬e), we have that t∈s(e), by deﬁnition. LetM be the node labeled with e. Hence, by Lemma 1(i), t∈s′(M). That is, t∈s′
(M) ∩ s′(N).
Note thatM and N are in fact dual nodes. Therefore, since N is not a ⊥-node or a ⊤-node,M is also not a ⊤-node or a ⊥-node, by
deﬁnition of ⊤-node. Hence, by Proposition 2(ii) and Deﬁnition 7(i), since both M and N are not a ⊥-node or a ⊤-node, there is a
seed node K such that K→M and K→N and t∈s′(K). But this is impossible. Indeed, we would have that K→M and K→N, M is
labeled with e, and N is labeled with ¬e, which implies that K is a ⊥-node. Hence, by Deﬁnition 7(iii), s′(K)=∅, which implies that
t∉s′(K).
Therefore, we established that, for all terms t, if t∈s′(N) then t∈s(¬e). That is, s′(N)ps(¬e), as desired.
Case 2. N is a ⊥-node.
By Deﬁnition 7(iii), we then have s′(N)=∅, which trivially implies that s′(N)ps(¬e).
Case 3. N is a ⊤-node.
By Deﬁnition 7(iv), we then have s′(N)=Δ[Φ]. We show that s(¬e)=Δ[Φ]. Let N be the dual node of N. Since N is a ⊤-node, we
have that N is a⊥-node. Furthermore, since ¬e labels N, e labelsN. Since e is a positive expression, by Lemma 1(i), s′(N)=s(e)=∅.
Thus, s(¬e)=Δ[Φ], which trivially implies that s′(N)ps(¬e).
Therefore, we established that, in all three cases, Lemma 1(ii) holds. □
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(i) s is a model of Σ.
(ii) Let N be a node of G(Σ,Ω). Let e be an atomic concept or a minCardinality of the form (≥1 P) that labels N. Assume that N is
not a ⊥-node. Then s(e)≠∅.
(iii) Let N be a node of G(Σ,Ω). Let P be an atomic role that labels N. Assume that N is not a role ⊥-node. Then, s(P)≠∅.
Proof. Let Σ be a set of normalized constraints and Ω be a set of constraint expressions. Let G(Σ,Ω) be the graph that represents Σ
and Ω. Let Φ be a set of distinct function symbols and Δ[Φ] be the Herbrand Universe for Φ. Let s′ be a canonical instance labeling
function for G(Σ,Ω) and Δ[Φ] and s be the interpretation for Σ induced by s′.
(i) We prove that s satisﬁes all constraints in Σ.
Let e⊑ f be a constraint in Σ. By the restrictions on the constraints in Σ, e must be non-negated and f can be negated or not.
Therefore, there are two cases to consider.
Case 1. e and f are both non-negated.
Then, by Lemma 1(i), s′(M)=s(e) and s′(N)=s(f), where M and N are the nodes labeled with e and f, respectively. If M=N,
then we trivially have that s′(M)=s′(N). So assume thatM≠N. Since e⊑ f is in Σ andM≠N, there must be an arc (M,N) of G(Σ,Ω).
By Proposition 2(i), we then have s′(M)ps′(N). Hence, s(e)=s′(M)ps′(N)=s(f).
Case 2. e is non-negated and f is negated.
Then, by Lemma 1(i), s′(M)=s(e) and, by Lemma 1(ii), s′(N)ps(f), where M and N are the nodes labeled with e and f,
respectively. Since negated expressions do not occur on the left-hand side of constraints in Σ, e and f cannot label nodes that
belong to the same clique in the original graph. Therefore, we have thatM≠N. Since e⊑ f is in Σ andM≠N, there must be an arc
(M,N) of G(Σ,Ω). By Proposition 2(i), we then have s′(M)ps′(N). Hence, s(e)=s′(M)p s′(N) p s(f).
Thus, in both cases, s(e)p s(f). Therefore, for any constraint e⊑ f in Σ, we have that s⊨e⊑ f, which implies that s is a model of Σ.
(ii) Let N be a node of G(Σ,Ω). Let e be an atomic concept or a minCardinality of the form (≥1 P) that labels N. Assume that N is
not a ⊥-node. Then, by Lemma 1(i), s(e)=s′(N).
Case 1. N is a ⊤-node.
Then, we trivially have that s(e)=s′(N)=Δ[Φ]≠∅.
Case 2. N is not a ⊤-node.
Then, N is neither a ⊥-node nor a ⊤-node. By Deﬁnition 6(ii) and Deﬁnition 7(i), the seed term c[N] of N is such that c[N]∈s(e).
Hence, trivially, s(e)≠∅.
(iii) Let N be a node of G(Σ,Ω) and P be an atomic role that labels N. Assume that N is not a role ⊥-node. Then, the node labeled
with (≥1 P) is not a ⊥-node. Then, by (ii), s((≥1 P))≠∅. Hence, s(P)≠∅. □
We are now ready to prove that the IMPLIES procedure is sound and complete.
Theorem 2. Let Σ be a set of normalized constraints. Let e⊑ f be a constraint andΩ={e,f}. Let G(Σ,Ω) be the graph that represents
Σ and Ω. Then, Σ ⊨ e⊑ f iff one of the following conditions holds:
(a) The node labeled with e is a ⊥-node; or
(b) The node labeled with f is a ⊤-node; or
(c) There is a path in G(Σ,Ω) from the node labeled with e to the node labeled with f .
Proof. LetΣ be a set of normalized constraints. Let e⊑ f be a constraint andΩ={e,f}. Let G(Σ,Ω) be the graph that representsΣ and
Ω. Observe that, by construction, G(Σ,Ω) has a node labeled with e and a node labeled with f. Let M and N be such nodes,
respectively.
(⇐) We show that Σ⊨e⊑ f. There are three cases to consider:
Case 1. M is a ⊥-node.
Then, by Proposition 1 (vii), Σ⊨e⊑⊥, which trivially implies that Σ⊨e⊑ f.
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Then, by Proposition 1 (viii), Σ⊨⊤⊑ f, which trivially implies that Σ⊨e⊑ f.
Case 3. There is a path in G(Σ,Ω) from M to N.
Then, by Proposition 1(v) and (vi), we have that Σ⊨e⊑ f.
(⇒) We prove that, if the conditions of the theorem do not hold, then Σ ⊭ e⊑ f.
Since e⊑ f is a constraint, we have:
(1) e is either an atomic concept C or minCardinalities of the form of the form (≥k p), where p is either P or P−, and
(2) f is either the bottom concept ⊥, an atomic concept C, a negated atomic concept ¬D, minCardinality constraints of the form
(≥k p), or negated minCardinality constraints of the form ¬(≥k p), where p is either P or P−
Assume that the conditions of the theorem do not hold, that is:
(3) The node M labeled with e is not a ⊥-node; and
(4) The node N labeled with f is not a ⊤-node; and
(5) There is no path in G(Σ,Ω) from M to N.
To prove that Σ⊭e⊑ f, it sufﬁces to exhibit a model r of Σ such that r⊭e⊑ f. Recall that r⊭e⊑ f iff there is an individual t such
that t∈ r(e) and t∉r(f) or, equivalently, t∈r(¬f).
Recall that, to simplify the notation, e→ f denotes that there is a path in G(Σ,Ω) from the node labeled with e to the node
labeled with f, and e↛ f to indicate that no such path exists.
Since e⊑ f is a constraint, e must be non-negated and f can be negated or not. Hence, there are 2 cases to consider.
Case 1. e and f are both non-negated.
Let s′ be a canonical instance labeling function for G(Σ,Ω) and s be the model induced by s′. By Lemma 2, s is a model of Σ. We
show that s ⊭ e⊑ f.
Case 1.1. N is a ⊥-node.
Since N is a ⊥-node, by Proposition 1(vii), we have that Σ ⊨ f⊑⊥, which implies that s(f)=∅, since s is a model of Σ.
By (1), e is either an atomic concept C orminCardinalities of the form (≥k p), where p is either P or P−. By (3),M is not a⊥-node.
Hence, by Deﬁnition 7(i), ifM is not a ⊤-node, or by Deﬁnition 7(iv), ifM is a ⊤-node, and by Deﬁnition 8(ii), s(e)≠∅. Hence, we
trivially have that s ⊭ e⊑ f.
Case 1.2. N is not a ⊥-node.
Observe thatM and N are neither a ⊥-node nor a ⊤-node. Indeed, by assumption of the case and by (4), N is neither a ⊥-node
nor a ⊤-node. Now, by (3),M is not a ⊥-node. Furthermore, since e⊑ f is a constraint, eitherM and N are the same node or there is
an arc (M,N) in G(Σ,Ω). Therefore, M cannot be a ⊤-node as otherwise N would be a ⊤-node, contradicting (4).
By Lemma 1(i), since e is non-negated by assumption, and Deﬁnition 6(ii) and Deﬁnition 7(i), sinceM is neither a⊥-node nor a
⊤-node, we have
(6) s′(M)=s(e) and there is a seed term c[M]∈s′(M)
By deﬁnition of canonical instance labeling function, we have:
(7) For each node K of G(Σ,Ω) that is neither a⊥-node nor a ⊤-node or labeledwith an atomic role, c[M]∈ s′(K) iff there is a path
from M to K
By (5), we have e↛ f. Furthermore, N is neither a ⊥-node nor a ⊤-node. Hence, by (7), we have:
(8) c[M]∉s′(N)
Since f is positive, by Lemma 1(i), s′(N)=s(f). Hence, we have
(9) c[M]∉s(f)
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Case 2. e is non-negated and f is negated.
Assume that f is a negated expression of the form ¬g, where g is non-negated (if f is ⊥ then g is ⊤).
Case 2.1. e→g.
Let s′ be a canonical instance labeling function for G(Σ,Ω) and s be the model induced by s′. By Lemma 2, s is a model of Σ. We
show that s⊭e⊑ f.
By Proposition 1(v) and (vi), and since s is a model of Σ, we have that s ⊨ e≡g, if e and g label the same node, and s ⊨ e⊑g,
otherwise. Hence, we have that s ⊭ e⊑¬g. Now, since f is ¬g, we have s ⊭e⊑ f, as desired.
Case 2.2. e↛g.
Construct Φ as follows:
(10) Φ is Σ with two new constraints, H⊑e and H⊑g, where H is a new atomic concept
Let r′ be a canonical instance labeling function for G(Φ,Ω) and r be the model induced by r′. By Lemma 2, r is a model of Φ. We
show that r ⊭ e⊑ f.
We ﬁrst observe that
(11) There is no expression h such that e→h and g→¬h are paths in G(Σ,Ω)
Indeed, by construction of G(Σ,Ω), g→¬h iff h→¬g. But e→h and h→¬g implies e→¬g, contradicting (5), since f is ¬g. Hence,
(11) follows.
We now prove that
(12) There is no non-negated expression h such that H→h and H→¬h are paths in G(Φ,Ω)
Assume otherwise. Let h be a non-negated expression such that H→h and H→¬h are paths in G(Φ,Ω).
Case 2.2.1. H→e→h and H→g→¬h are paths in G(Φ,Ω).
Then, e→h and g→¬h must be paths in G(Σ,Ω), which contradicts (11).
Case 2.2.2. H→e→¬h and H→g→h are paths in G(Φ,Ω).
Then, e→¬h and g→h must be paths in G(Σ,Ω). But, since g→h iff ¬h→¬g, we have e→¬h→¬g is a path in G(Σ,Ω), which
contradicts (5), recalling that f is ¬g.
Case 2.2.3. H→e→h and H→e→¬h are paths in G(Φ,Ω).
Then, e→h and e→¬h must be paths in G(Σ,Ω), which contradicts (3), by deﬁnition of ⊥-node.
Case 2.2.4. H→g→h and H→g→¬h are paths in G(Φ,Ω).
Then, g→h and g→¬hmust bepaths inG(Σ,Ω). Now, observe that, since ¬g is f, that is, f and g are complementary expressions, g labels
N, the dual node ofN inG(Σ,Ω). Then, g→h and g→¬h implies thatN is a⊥-node ofG(Σ,Ω), that is,N is a⊤-node, which contradicts (4).
Hence, we established (12).
LetK be the nodeofG(Φ,Ω) labeledwithH. Note that, by construction ofΦ,K is labeled onlywithH. Then, by (12),K is not a⊥-node.
By Lemma 2(i), r is a model of Φ. Furthermore, by Lemma 2(ii) and since K is not a ⊥-node, we have
(13) r(H)≠∅
Since H⊑e and H⊑g are in Φ, and since r is a model of Φ, we also have:
(14) r(H)pr(e) and r(H) p r(g)
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(15) r(e)∩ r(g)≠∅ or, equivalently, r(e)⊈r(¬g) or, equivalently, r(e)⊈r(f) or, equivalently, r⊭e⊑ f
But since ΣpΦ, r is also a model of Σ. Therefore, for Case 2.2, we also exhibited a model r of Σ such that r ⊭e⊑ f, as desired.
Therefore, in all cases, we exhibited amodel ofΣ that does not satisfy e⊑ f, as desired. □
Corollary 1. Let Σ be a set of normalized constraints. Let e⊑ f be a constraint andΩ={e,f}. Let G(Σ,Ω) be the graph that represents
Σ and Ω, and G(Σ) be the graph that represents Σ. Suppose that Σ ⊨ e⊑ f. Then:
(a) Either e labels a node of G(Σ) or e is of the form (≥k P) and there is a node of G(Σ) labeled with (≥ j P), where jbk.
(b) Either f labels a node of G(Σ) or f is of the form ¬(≥n P) and there is a node of G(Σ) labeled with ¬(≥m P), where mbn. □
To conclude, we state Corollary 2 which establishes that the GLB procedure is correct.
Corollary 2. Let Σ1 and Σ2 be two sets of normalized constraints. Let Γ be the set of constraints that the GLB procedure outputs
when called with Σ1 and Σ2. Then, Th(Γ )=Σ1 Δ Σ2=Th(Σ1) ∩ Th(Σ2). □
The proof of Corollary 2 follows from Theorem 2 and Corollary 1 and the details can be found in [38].
5. Conclusions
In this article,we addressed theproblemof changing the constraints of amediated schematoaccommodate the set of constraints of
a new export schema.We argued that such problem can be solved by computing the greatest lower bound of two sets of constraints.
The approach we took to deﬁne the mediation environment is akin to the idea of exact views [17,23]. Yet, we considered that
constraints should be included in the mediated schema to capture the common semantics of the data sources.
For the family of extralite schema, we described efﬁcient procedures to decide logical implication and to compute the greatest
lower bound of two sets of constraints. The procedures essentially explore the structure of a set of constraints, captured as a graph.
However, cardinality constraints posed considerable technical problems to the proof of the theorems, which we overcame with the
help of the notion of canonical Herbrand interpretation introduced in Section 4.3. These developments are new, and cover an
expressive and useful family of constraints, which justiﬁes the detailed proofs included in Section 4.3.
As for future work, we plan to extend the schema matching framework described in [39] to a full-ﬂedged tool that helps create
mediation environments, by including the strategy described in this article. Additional work should also be devoted to minimize the
set of constraints that generates Σ Δ Φ, which will require a careful analysis of the graphs that represent Σ and Φ.
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